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Control transportation spend & optimize performance.
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On Demand. On Premise. On Budget.
AgileElite gives you complete visibility and control over all transportation by 
seamlessly integrating performance measurement, route planning, shipping 
execution and financial settlement processes into one continuous improvement 
cycle, from purchase to payment.  Whether connected to your business systems 
within your enterprise or accessed remotely from our world class data center, 
AgileElite streamlines processes, reduces costs and improves delivery without 
breaking your budget. You can start saving money from day one.

Many businesses rely on disparate systems to manage various aspects of 
their transportation and logistics operation, leaving a fragmented view of 
their supply chain and costs.  Without effective management controls, industry 
experts estimate that 20% of your transportation budget will be wasted. 
AgileElite provides you with a single platform and the tools you need to monitor 
performance and control all transportation costs, once and for all.      
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P E R M O R M A N C E  
M O N I T O R I N G  &  A N A LY S I S

Dashboards provide a quick 
graphical view of key performance 
indicators 

Carrier report cards measure and 
report against carrier performance 

Generate ad hoc reports and 
graphs based on user defined 
variables & rules
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Reduce transportation spend 
Transportation costs soared 15% last year and there 

is no end in sight. AgileElite provides a single trans-

portation management solution to help you manage 

costs more effectively.  Reporting tools and dash-

boards provide you with a unified view to analyze 

all freight and parcel activity across your enterprise, 

along with the insights and actionable intelligence 

you need to reduce transportation expenditures 

and improve your bottom line. 

Monitor carrier performance 
Use AgileElite to generate Carrier Report

Cards  Your organization is empowered to dy-

namically evaluate key carrier performance criteria 

including service quality, cost per pound or mile, 

billing accuracy, accessorial detail, shipping vol-

umes, claims, and other user-defined parameters. 

With just a few clicks, you can select modes, carriers 

or groups of carriers and then compare, graph, and 

report on performance trends. Finally, AgileElite 

provides you with tools to establish measurable 

standards and leverage collaborative relationships 

with your transportation partners. 

Improve cost accountability 
Many businesses lack financial controls to manage 

transportation spend, essentially giving employees 

a “blank check” to use corporate carrier accounts 

without any oversight.  With all transportation pro-

cesses managed from a central server, AgileElite 

optimizes cost recovery by updating billing systems 

with accurate shipping charges, allocating expenses 

to cost centers and asserting role-specific user vali-

dations to prevent “rogue spending” and unauthor-

ized use of carrier accounts.   

To manage, you need to measure. Capture and analyze 
all transportation activities and costs within one solution.
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One Repository for All Modes 
of Transportation 

Historical Trend Analysis 

Carrier Report Cards & 
Benchmarking 

Rate Negotiation & Bid 
Development Services 

Best Practices and Ad Hoc 
Reporting 

Key Performance Indicator 
Dashboards 

Logistics & Financial 
Reporting Drill Down
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R O U T I N G  &  R AT E
O P T I M I Z AT I O N

Maximize the impact of carrier rate negotiations. 
Automate route planning to optimize best delivery 
results at lowest cost.

Enforce intelligent routing decisions 
Shippers work hard to negotiation competitive

carrier rates, and then leave service selections up 

to chance  To ensure your employees and supply 

chain partners select the right carrier service at the 

right price, every time, AgileElite provides modeling 

and planning tools to automate intelligent routing 

for cost-effective inbound and outbound deliveries. 

AgileElite facilitates load consolidations and route 

selections based on customer, product type, lane, 

delivery requirement, cost, and other user-defined 

parameters.  Agile consultants are available to help 

analyze data and formulate the impact of “what if” 

scenarios.

Eliminate wasteful spending 
Industry experts estimate that shipping costs are 

bloated by more than 20% due to use of unneces-

sary premium services and unauthorized shipping 

practices.  AgileElite provides simple browser-

based user interfaces to support cost-effective em-

ployee routing decisions and vendor compliance 

with your corporate transportation policies, saving 

money and improving delivery performance. 

Reduce unexpected accessorials 
AgileRoute verifies order data and checks the accu-

racy of ship-to addresses, residential status, dimen-

sions, freight class and other variables that could 

otherwise result in unexpected and unrecoverable 

accessorial fees and surcharges. This enables you 

to eliminate unnecessary fees altogether, or at least 

plan and account for costs more accurately.

Authorized users access AgileRoute 
via Web browser or API 

Realize 10-20% savings by 
consolidating orders and loads, 
mode shifting from parcel to LTL to TL.  

Modeling tools enable you 
to determine  cost impacts of 
proposed changes to routing rules.
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Consolidate Parcel-> LTL-> 
TL Shipments

Customize Routing Rules 
Based on Multiple Variables

Model “What if” Routing 
Scenarios

Browser-based Supplier 
Compliance Routing Guides 

Verify Addresses & 
Residential Delivery Status

Authorize Users and 
Expedited Service Requests

Inbound and Outbound Parcel 
and Freight Rating

Rate Management Utility with 
Buy/Sell Controls

Pooling, Zone-skipping
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M U LT I - C A R R I E R  
S H I P P I N G  &  T R A C K I N G

Weigh, route, rate, label, document, 
and transmits parcel and freight 
shipments, all from a single, simple 
user interface

Generate export documents & auto-
mate electronic filings for international 
shipments. 

EDI connections with 800+ carri-
ers feed in-transit tracking and 
proactive event management 
alerts.
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Process Parcel, LTL and 
TL from Domestic & 
International Origins 

Certified By All Major Parcel 
Carriers 

Automate Export & Hazmat 
Documentation 

Warehouse, Desktop, & 
Supplier Shipping 

Pack Verification, ASN and 
Compliance Label Printing 

Real-time Connectors to 
Oracle, SAP, and other ERP 
Systems 

Tracking, POD, Event 
Management & Alerts

Process Transactions via 
‘Black Box’ Server API
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Multiple carrier modes, one system 
Too many businesses leave rating and shipping 

execution to a variety of disparate carrier-provided 

systems, and then wonder why their transportation 

budgets increase every year.  Not only do they lose 

visibility and control over valuable information, but 

also the leverage required to benchmark and compare 

carrier performance and costs.  This makes carrier 

management next to impossible. AgileElite centrally 

controls all routing, rating, tendering, and tracking for 

parcel, LTL and TL shipments across your enterprise, 

providing you with one source of information to 

intelligently manage your carrier relationships. 

Reduce compliance risks 
Every year customers and regulatory agencies 

mandate new shipping compliance and 

documentation requirements. Can you comply? 

AgileElite reduces the risk of penalties and supply 

chain disruptions by ensuring accurate and consistent 

labeling, documentation, and filing for Sarbanes 

Oxley, DOT, Customs, and vendor compliance.  

Seamless integration with your business systems 

eliminates manual data entry and errors.  

Enhance supply chain visibility 
During the execution process, AgileElite collects a 

wealth of information about your shipments, including 

order, container, and line item detail.  Authorized 

users can instantly search for shipping transactions 

by any field and pinpoint in-transit status. AgileElite 

tracking and event management capabilities provide 

proactive exception alerts to sales, customer service, 

or your customers and suppliers.

Execute your plans flawlessly. Streamline shipping, 
compliance controls, tracking and delivery 
confirmation. 
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Streamline parcel & freight 
audit, pay and claims 
processing 

Check rating accuracy, 
discounts, weights, contract 
compliance 

Monitor Exceptions: 
Manifested But Not Shipped, 
Lost, etc 

Verify accessorials and 
surcharges 

Monitor 3rd Party Account 
Usage 

Exception Reports and KPIs 

Cost Allocation and GL Coding
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Accurate financial reporting 
Industry experts estimate that the proliferation of accessorial charges, surcharges, 

penalties, and other fees have caused more than a 15% variance between what 

shippers expect to pay for transportation and what a carrier actually invoices.  Closing 

that gap is a critical issue for businesses focused on accurate financial reporting and 

cost recovery.  AgileElite imports invoices from audit and payment service partners 

and compares actual charges against expected charges calculated at time of shipping 

execution, all of which enables your accounting managers to quickly address 

exceptions and reconcile costs. 

Identify operational improvements
With AgileElite, you start by measuring to effectively manage.  By using the same 

information management platform to control planning, execution and financial 

settlement, you have the ability to identify gaps, make improvements, and 

continuously drive out costs that will help you stay ahead of your competition.        

Close the transportation management loop. 
Reconcile expected shipping costs vs. audited 
carrier invoice charges. 

AgileAudit -- ROI Matrix AgileAudit’s powerful 
reporting tools allow 
you to monitor, measure 
and control all shipping 
activity, providing you 
actionable information 
to improve your bottom 
line.
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Consulting, Rate Analysis, 
and Benchmarking

Requirements Specification, 
Systems Integration & Design  

Project Management, 
Implementation & Training

Customer Service 
and Support
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Deep domain expertise, customer centric focus 

With over 20 offices across North America and Europe, Agile Network services more 

than 1,000 clients across all industries. We are an organization of experienced logistics, 

transportation, and systems integration experts with deep domain expertise that is 

unsurpassed in our industry. We help business of all sizes reduce costs and gain the 

insights they need to streamline business processes and improve customer service. 

Enterprise class technology adapted to the way you work 
Our development team knows what it takes for you to execute flawlessly.  AgileElite is 

built on a secure Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) TMS platform designed to scale 

from a single workstation to clustered servers capable of servicing thousands of users 

in multiple locations across the globe. Agile Composer tools enable our technical 

staff to integrate and orchestrate role-specific processes that wrap around the needs 

of your supply chain stakeholders. AgileElite facilitates seamless collaboration, and 

adapts to the changing needs of your business. We’re Agile so you can be Agile.

Join a knowledge network of industry experts 
committed to best practices, technology, and people.  
Get Agile. 

732A Crown Industrial Court
 Chesterfield, MO 63005�
PH: 866.686.2445� 
FX: 636.733.3360
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